Analyst/Associate
60 Decibels is an impact measurement company that makes it easy to listen to the people who
matter most. In 2019, we spun out of Acumen to create a new social enterprise to bring Lean
DataSM to the world.
Our Lean DataSM approach turns customer voice into high-value insights that help businesses
maximize their impact. 60 Decibels has a network of 120+ trained Lean DataSM researchers in
30+ countries who speak directly to customers to understand their lived experience. By
combining voice, SMS, and other technologies to collect data remotely with proprietary survey
tools, 60 Decibels helps clients listen more effectively and benchmark their social performance
against their peers.
We are looking for Analysts and Associates to join our India team to supervise front-line data
collection, manage projects, and interact with some of the world’s most exciting social enterprises
and impact investing funds.
Depending on level of experience, the Analyst/Associate will:
•

Manage execution of Lean DataSM projects across multiple sectors and countries

•

Get creative with project design with the aim of collecting actionable feedback that will help
social enterprises grow their business and impact

•

Conduct analysis on qualitative and quantitative data

•

Create presentations that tell a compelling story and spur actionable insights for clients

•

Support growth and development of Lean DataSM:

•

Experiment & Innovate: Help the Lean DataSM team to constantly innovate our methods and
approaches, for example testing new data collection methods

•

Help data go further: Develop ideas on how we can help data become more actionable,
through effective communications, stronger links to business strategy, and staff engagement

•

Partnership Development: Support in management of external clients including some of the
world’s largest foundations and high-profile impact investing fundsManage multiple client
projects, ensuring high quality output, client engagement, and timely delivery – contributing
directly to the achievement of our organizational goals.

About You: First and foremost, you are eager to learn, and you are an enthusiastic team player.
You enjoy a fast-paced work environment and the management and execution of multiple
projects at a time. You can follow processes carefully and implement new ones when necessary,
but you are also sufficiently confident to spot areas for improvement and act on your initiative.
More specifically, you bring:
•

1-4 years’ professional experience; bachelor's degree is required

•

Experience analyzing qualitative or quantitative data, and synthesizing information

•

Proficiency with Excel is required; proficiency with PowerPoint is a plus

•

Curiosity and coachability; someone who is self-motivated, hungry to learn, and has a growth
mindset

•

Comfort in a fast-paced, entrepreneurial environment; ability to prioritize and multi-task

•

Superior detail orientation

•

Demonstrated interest in or commitment to tackling global development challenges

•

Consulting experience is a plus

Interested in applying?
Deadline: Candidates are encouraged to apply early, as applications will be reviewed on a rolling
basis. The deadline to apply is February 3, 2020.
Location: The Analyst/Associate will join the India team in Bangalore.
Compensation: 60 Decibels offers a competitive salary and benefits package and the
opportunity to work in a flexible, fun and supportive environment.
Application: Please use the following link to apply. We’re excited to hear from you!

Want to get to know us a little better?
> Sign up to receive The Volume, our monthly collection of things worth reading.
> Visit our website at 60decibels.com.
> Read about our team values here.

